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Atlanta Hawks Launch Latino Website. - The NBA's Atlanta Hawks this week unveiled a Spanish-language 
website, www.Hawks.com/espanol. The site features original video content, Twitter feeds from Hispanic 
players in the NBA and a blog from Hawks' center Al Horford, who was born in the Dominican Republic. 
 
The site, say team executives, “allows them to connect with Hispanic fans in a more personalized, 
customized way.” 
 
"The goal is to reach Hispanics through relevant content and easy access," says Tracy White, the Hawks' 
senior vice president of sales and marketing. "We're looking to grow the Hawks' and NBA brands by 
expanding basketball's reach across various cultures." 
 
He points out that the focus now is on developing original content for Hawks.com/español, which 
includes an on-going feature hosted by Horford as well as team highlights and features showcasing 
other Latino NBA players. 
 
"We're focusing on core areas in order to make the site more robust and we'll expand from there," says 
White, adding that plans call for including video features as well as Facebook and Twitter components. 
 
The Hawk's new website comes amidst fast-paced growth in Georgia's Hispanic population - data from 
the 2010 Census points to a 96 percent gain between 2000 and 2010. Currently, 9.8 percent of the 
Atlanta DMA, roughly 456,000 people, is of Hispanic origin. 
 
The NBA's Hispanic fan base grew nine percent between 2008 and 2009, outpacing the growth of the 
U.S. Hispanic population within that same time period by 125 percent. White indicates that 4.6 percent 
of Hawks' fans indicate they are Hispanic, approximately 52,092 persons. 
 
Of those who have attended an Atlanta Hawks game in the past 12 months, he points out, 4.9 percent 
were of Hispanic origin. That is a projected 11,095 persons and accounts for 2.4 percent of the Hispanic 
origin population in the Atlanta DMA, White adds. 
 
"This is an audience that is passionate about sports, especially the NBA,"says White. 
 
As part of their Latino-focused marketing outreach, the Hawks have partnered with the NBA's 
"Éne•bé•a" platform on several initiatives including the annual "Noche Latina" events. The team also 
regularly conducts promotional events with Univision, Telemundo and local Spanish-language radio 
stations in Atlanta. 
 
In late 2010, the NBA expanded its "Éne•bé•a" platform, launching a national marketing campaign, a 
partnership with Univision Interactive and two Latino players as "brand ambassadors" - Horford and 



former player Felipe López, both from the Dominican Republic. The goal: keep the NBA top of mind with 
a growing Hispanic fan base (HMW Archives 10/15/10. Amidst Solid Results, The NBA Expands Its 
Hispanic Outreach). 
 
"Guarda tu Pasión," the NBA's first fully national campaign, showcases fans who remain calm through 
extraordinarily difficult circumstances and let it loose courtside. In the "Kiss" spot a couple bids a 
dramatic farewell as the girlfriend boards a bus, but the boyfriend remains stoic. The next minute, he's a 
crazed fan at an NBA game and plants a kiss squarely on the cheek of the fan sitting next to him... 
another guy. 
 
In addition to the broadcast and cable spots, the NBA's 2010-2011 campaign includes radio in the 
markets where teams have Spanish-language broadcasts, and a national digital buy that gives the NBA a 
presence on Spanish- and English-language sites with heavy Hispanic traffic. 
 


